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Introduction

Beltane Imaginative Science Writing Workshops

The writing and illustrations in this booklet are creative nonfiction applied

Nonfiction for Science – Imaginative Approaches to Science Writing aims to lay the

to science topics. In creative nonfiction, personal stories are interwoven

foundation needed to successfully develop creative nonfiction for science. Through

with factual accounts, producing a very specific type of science writing.

writing exercises and discussion, the workshop focuses on developing the personal

Famous examples of this type of work include The Immortal Life of

science essay, including drafting and handling narration. The personal essay is a

Henrietta Lacks and Lone Frank’s My Beautiful Genome.

broad and useful form, lending itself to other types of science writing, including
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blogs, articles, and even novel-length works.
The work you read here has been provided by academic researchers who
have attended creative nonfiction workshops run by the writer Barbara
Melville. The Beltane Public Engagement Network hosted one of
Barbara’s events in March 2013 and has another scheduled to run on 24th
June 2013. Flip to the back of this booklet for workshop information.

Who should attend
This workshop will be of particular interest to anyone who is keen to develop skills
to allow them to write creatively about scientific subjects, or is interested in expanding their writing-based science communication skills. Attendees do not need to
be science students or researchers, but should have a strong interest in factuallybased science writing. Similarly, attendees should be proficient in reading and writ-

Please do not reproduce any of the work contained in this booklet without
the writers’ and /or artist’s permission.

ing English to undergraduate level, but a background in creative writing isn’t required.
Next workshop
The next workshop will run on Monday 24th June 2013 in central Edinburgh from

Contents

9:30am to 4:30pm. The cost is £40 to members of the Beltane Public Engagement
Network, but bursaries are available to those whose departments cannot pay.
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My New Friend
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Jimi Wills, Research Fellow, Biological Sciences, University of Edinburgh

of truths. This aircraft, named Selladore, feels as though she doesn’t weigh anything. She does... and she doesn’t. At half a tonne she sounds hefty, but for a plane,
she’s very light indeed. Her lightness, combined with the marriage of wings and
speed and air, is what keeps her in the sky. It is not, as I'd once thought, the engine.
The engine brings thrust. It helps her take off, and keeps her going forward. But
she can glide to land without it. It seems strange that she doesn't plummet, but then
we don't notice the air unless it moves. To Selladore, displacing this air at a hundred kilometres per hour, it feels lovely and thick as it glides over her wings. She
doesn't stop to consider this. She doesn't find herself in infamous yet non-existent
air pockets. Instead, physics guides her, and she tears through the skies; a fish slicing through the seas.
Aerodynamics comfort me, but only to a point. After several tests, spins and stalls,
I’m at the edges of falling in love with flight. I do my travelling, unscathed. I even
eat airline food. But in my heart, I don't feel safe at ten thousand feet. I never will.
At my last lesson, my fingers gently coiled around the controls, I finally ask my instructor – the epitome of calmness and experience – if he’s ever scared to fly. Every
time, he says.
And I get it. Planes may not plummet from the skies, but flight isn't flight without
falling. And the way round that? You embrace it. You ask, so what? Courage depends on fear – working with it, understanding it, and even using it. Adrenaline can
be an elixir, enriching the romance of the waking world, and sweetening the mundane with danger.
A few months into my training, it happens: I dream I’m flying Selladore. I'm not in
space like I once was, unsuited and free, but I'm alone, thousands of feet in the air.
There’s no sickness in my stomach, only butterflies. I know I’m dreaming. I know I
could fall at any time. I know I’ll never be a child again. But none of this matters in
these moments. I let them all go, and fly to the top of the world.

This is work in progress. Jimi’s own edits are shown in square brackets.
[We examined each other.] I was fifteen before I finally remembered where the
fear came from. Most of my memories before [fifteen] involve the fear... either
obsessive avoidance, paranoid that they could be hiding around the next corner or
in my clothes, or actual encounters when my whole body froze and I broke into an
icy sweat.
Then, one day, I remembered. I remembered a time before all that, when we used
to live in harmony (at least from my perspective), and when I had no anxiety or
mistrust, but curiosity and love for my little 8-legged friends. I remember when my
mum worked in an office and used to photocopy entire books for me from the
library. One was about insects. I still have it. I learnt from this that spiders are
not insects, because they [spiders] have 8 legs.
8 legs. My wife is terrified by anything with 8 legs, but the same thing with 6 would
be fine!
For me, the turning point, which seems to have been so traumatic that I blocked it
out of my memory for 10 years, was when my mum had a friend help her move
some furniture. My mum was in her early twenties and her friend, Kirsty, was in
her late teens. They both had brown hair and giggled a lot. We had a harmonium,
a kind of cross between a church organ and an oboe [or like a giant piano accordion]. It took both of them to move it, and after quite some effort it finally shifted,
and a big hairy spider ran out.
Not just any spider: Tegenaria duellica, formerly known as T. gigantica, the giant house
spider! These massive beasts are pretty common in the south-west, where I grew
up, so I wasn't surprised to see it. But the speed it ran out was surprising... duellica is
the fastest true spider on the planet! They turn up in houses around autumn, on
the walkabout looking for a mate. As true spiders, they make silk, and
duellica leaves a scented strand wherever it goes. If an interested suitor finds the
thread, they follow it and the weird process of spider love ensues…
Kirsty was more than surprised though. She was suddenly transformed into the
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Selladore
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Barbara Melville, Writer in Residence, MRC Centre for Regenerative Medicine

old woman from Tom & Jerry, jumping up onto a chair and holding her
skirts. The thing that really affected me was the blood-curdling scream! That single
scream was enough to instil a phobia that has lasted a life time. In some countries
this would be a useful way to deter children from playing with dangerous animals,
but here in the UK, the only medically relevant spiders are [accidentally] imported
with exotic fruits! [or kept as pets, research animals, or in zoos]
Finally, I remembered that day and decided that my fear was clearly a thing of stupidity and that I wouldn't let it control me. Another 10 years on and I was in Butterfly & Insect world in Edinburgh, holding a tarantula. Tarantulas belong to a different branch of the spider family from most UK spiders, with the main [most obvious] difference being their fangs... reassuringly, the handler informed us that tarantula's fangs point downwards and could not form the pincer movement made by
other spiders. This meant that if they bite something, they cannot hold onto it, and
if they get thrown they will die from the impact when they hit the ground. So their
strategy is not to bite.
I recently read that tarantulas also issue threads of silk from their feet, helping them
to cling on. This is a controversial finding, as it has been assumed that spiders only
made silk from the spinnerets at the rear of their abdomen. Scientists placed tarantulas on a sheet of glass and inclined it to the angle they calculated the animals
should slide off - but they didn't [slide off]. They found silk on the glass where the
feet had been, and later identified the organs on the feet that make it.
Quietly and calmly, I admired her beauty as she settled on my hand, which was larger, warmer and clearly more comfortable that those of the children she had traveled
to get here. We examined each other.

As a young child, I found flight very romantic. I was half blind, so my known universe was already a beautiful, messy place without boundaries. Nothing was set in
stone, and nothing had to make sense. I'd fly through space in my dreams, free
from the limits of my body, passing stars and planets I'd imbibed from fuzzy
picture books and nursery walls. Then my parents discovered my vision problems
and reality quickly set in: glasses imposed a confusing and unwanted focus on my
curious, nebulous world. As my teens drew close, the unpredictable became the
uncontrollable, and over time, the dreams changed. Limitless flight became falling.
I was scared of just about anything involving space and depth. I never set foot on a
plane, and was sure I never would. But in my twenties, some anxiety fell away. I hit
my travel-the-world phase, that insatiable lust for trekking, sandals and dysentery.
Driving from one side of Scotland to the other wasn't going to cut it – at some
point, I'd have to get on a plane. Learning how to fly was an easy and impossible
choice.
As I think back, getting into the air for that first lesson is a blur: therapy, bookings,
discussions, examinations and explanations involving model planes, what to wear,
what pills to take, definitely no parachutes, my visible shaking, the controlled sound of
my instructor’s voice saying a whole load of stuff I can’t remember, and then we're
rolling along the runway, there was no turning back, and then we're carried into the
air by invisible magic forces.
As we levelled off among the clouds, I was filled with two unforgettable feelings:
delight, and nausea. The nausea, which I experience for several lessons after, is the
kind which crawls behind your eyes, contaminating all reality. My delight feels more
like wishful thinking. This wasn’t enough. I wasn’t feeling the same safety I felt
curled up with blankets with pillows and bears and cocoa and an underbed free of
monsters. To feel that safety, perhaps I had to sacrifice some of the magic.
But as it happens, I didn’t: I just found another kind. Physics is as beautiful and
magical as any make believe, and with it we can sculpt the most counterintuitive

A Twist of the Gallows Rope
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Mhairi Stewart, Research Associate, Institute of Infection, Immunity and
Inflammation, University of Glasgow

It’s three in the efternoon an’ the crowd are pushin’ forwards tae see the
hangin’. The polis are havin’ a job tae keep them aff the Clyde bridge,
it’s no strong enough tae hold them a’. There’s a hush as they’re led oot,
an’ Ah’m stood here right up front, as is ma right. Here tae see the man
drap that kill’d ma faither and woundit ma son. Clydesdale is staundin’
up there gallus on the gallows. Tammas Hangman is pittin’ the rope
roond the neck o’ Ross fae Rutherglen, the house breaker. The man has
the decency tae look feart. No like the murderer, Clydesdale. He’s only
gone an pit his ain heid through the noose wi’ oot help fae Tammas.
So it’s set, an’ the mob are quiet. Ah’m watching the man close tae no
miss a beat, a kick orra a cry. But aw Ah can hear is the roar of the
crowd. Ross is kickin’ an’ holdin’ on tae life, but Clydesdale, he draps
intae the hands o’ the de’il wi barely a ripple. The show’s ow’er as
Tammas pits them in their coffins, Ross fur burial, but the murderer aff
fur anatomisin’. The cartman lets me sit wi’ him an’ we head up the
High Street tae the College. The Anatomist’s assistant teks’ me intae the
theatre tae watch the wan guid thing that murderer can dae fur his fellows now. Ah’m tekin’ ma place up front there tae.
---I heard the crowd in Jail Square today through the open windows of our apartments. The last hanging in Glasgow was ten
years ago and Andrew was up before dawn, barely able to
sleep for excitement. He and Professor Jeffray have been planning these experiments for a month. He’s barely had time for
anything else, even the children, since Lord Gillies passed the
judgement of hanging and anatomisation on this Matthew
Comic strip by the Wellcome Trust Centre for Molecular Parasitology
Script: Ed Kerkhoven and Isabel Vincent

Art: Gary Erskine

Clydesdale.
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Andrew has of course used frogs and other small creatures in

Granville is so very different from my husband. He listens to

his experiments in Galvanising, but he is sure that it is the

my opinions and talks in a way that flatters. We took to

marrow and nerves, not the muscles that must be shocked to

meeting regularly by the Lion and Unicorn staircase and

bring back life. Andrew truly believes he can restore life to this

walking to the college shop together. It was just the once he

wretch.

invited me into his apartments. It was easy to fall into his
----

Extract from a paper presented to the Royal Institute, by Professor Andrew Ure. 1819:
An Account of some Experiments made on the body of a Criminal immediately after
Execution, with Physiological and Practical Observations.
We are almost willing to imagine, that if, without cutting into and wounding the spinal
marrow and blood-vessels in the neck, the pulmonary organs had been set a-playing at
first … life might have been restored. This event, however little desirable with a murderer, and perhaps contrary to law, would yet have been pardonable in one instance, as
it would have been highly honourable and useful to science.
---Ah’ve seen deid bodies afore. The last one wis ma faither’s. This big
bastard looks as deid as any. Professor Ure has filled his ‘batt’ry’ wi’ acid an’ Professor Jeffray is cuttin’ intae Clydesdale’s back. There’s nae
blood. Jeffray seys that’s proof he’s deid. He tells us he can mek the
deid man draw breath. They stick their prods intae the murderer’s back
an’ hurdies an’ his whole body shivers as if the fires o’ Hell huv jist
gone oot. They tek the prod frae his hip an’ put it intae his foot. The leg
kicks oot and an assistant is knock’d aff his feet trying tae contain the
body. The Professors are smiling like Gallowmen.
----

arms.
----

The man besides me is tellin’ me that the smilin’ man is Granville
Pattison, the body snatcher. There’s a man who should leave toon.
Accordin’ to the man he wis found no guilty o’ tekin the body o’ Janet
McAllaster, but we a’ ken that wis on account o’ him knowin’ the
Judge. They say aw that wis left o’ her wis her teeth, an’ still they ken’t
her.
The Professors have run oot o’ time tae play cat an’ mouse wi the murderer. Jeffrays is tellin’ us that he thinks he can bring life back by
mekin’ those who are only just deid breath agin. No by cutting intae
them like now, mebie by putting brass plates on their chests a gie’in
them a shock. Aye. Maysbe. It maks nae diff’rence tae me.
Ah hiv ma justice an’ Ah still hiv ma son, but Ah’ll never hae a drink
and talk o’ the coal pit an grandchildren wi ma faither agin.
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A man has jist keeled ower. Men are excusing themsel’s in a hurry tae
get tae the fresh air. Ah’m no feeling well mah’sel, but Ah’m no leavin’ in
case these resurrectionists bring that murderer back tae this world. The
Professors hiv prodded the man’s face an’ the creature’s eyes are openin’. He looks like he’s seein’ every devil waitin’ fur his sowel. The Lord
save us if he comes to life. He must be seein’ the depths o’ Hell.

Every muscle of the body was immediately agitated with convulsive movements resembling a violent shuddering from cold. ... On moving the second rod from hip to heel, the
knee being previously bent, the leg was thrown out with such violence as nearly to overturn one of the assistants, who in vain tried to prevent its extension. The body was also
made to perform the movements of breathing by stimulating the phrenic nerve and the
diaphragm.

----

----

When the one rod was applied to the slight incision in the tip of the forefinger, the fist
being previously clenched, that finger extended instantly; and from the convulsive agitation of the arm, he seemed to point to the different spectators, some of whom thought
he had come to life.
----

He’s movin’! Sweet Jesus, they’ve brought him back. He’s pointin’ intae
the crowd and folks are dodgin’ away frae his accusin’ finger.
No. No a’ the folks. One man is stayin’ put on the benches. He’s jist
smilin’ at the Professors, an’ noo clappin’ at them. Professor Ure looks
ready tae nievel the man.
----

I am at that point I can’t take even plain bread without feeling sick. I don’t think Andrew has noticed, but he is bound to
soon.
We have known Granville for so long, but I started to think
tenderly of him when he took refuge in our apartments one
night. A man was accusing him of stealing his son from the
grave. These people just don’t seem to accept that he was found
innocent and will not leave him in peace.

The man breathes! Ah’m sure it’s no a right thing. I ken he’s deid, but
Ah can see his chest heaving wi breath. Sure but God fearin’ man disnie hiv the right tae bring life intae a barren body!
---It’s five o’clock now. The rooms in the apartment are dark, but
I haven’t the will to light the lamps. I can feel the life stirring
in my womb. It frightens me. Andrew and I have been so distant that intimacy between us has stopped. I thought I must
be too old, but now I am pregnant with no way of convincing
him the child is his.
---When the supraorbital nerve was excited every muscle in his countenance was simultaneously thrown into fearful action; rage, horror, despair, anguish, and ghastly smiles,
united their hideous expressions in the murderer's face, surpassing far the wildest representations of Fuseli or a Kean. At this period several of the spectators were forced to
leave the apartment from terror or sickness, and one gentleman fainted.
----

Polyomics

Script: Tanita Casci and Kevin O'Dell
Art: Gary Erskine

These pieces were created by Glasgow Polyomics and first displayed on the opening night of the
Glasgow Science Centre's BodyWorks exhibition.
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